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Woman found de-ad in Hauck
by Wayne Rivet
and Tim Smith _
Staff Writers
The body of a 19-year-old
female resident of Hannibal
"Hamlin was found by two
women at 10:45 a.m. Thurs-
day under a furniture storage
rack located stage left• above
the Hauck Auditorium stage in
the Memorial Union.
Jana Laurie Jacobson, a
first semester freshman from
Skowhegan, was found by
Paula Olson and Jennifer
Yoder in an unoccupied space
5 feet by .8_ feet.
Police said it was an
"unattended death," mean-
ing there was no physician in
attendance. The autopsy re-
sults will be released Friday.
Dr. George Chase was to
perform the autopsy Thursday
at the Eastern Maine Medical
Center in Bangor.
Olson and Yoder, cast
members of the upcoming
play "Rhinoceros." were en
route to a prop storage room
when they discovered Jacob-
son's legs protruding from
underneath the storage rack.
Jacobson appeared to be
asleep. She was wearing
headphones connected to a
small cassette player. The
women tried to wake Jacobson
but after receiving no res-
ponse. called for help.
Professor of Theater Al
Cyrus heard the women's call
and climbed a spiral staircase
which leads to the loft, about
30 feet above the stage. Cyrus
examined the body and
instructed the women to call
the police.
Steve Smith, a graduate
student assisting in theater
production, said he, Cyrus,
Yoder, Olson and technical
director Jeff Nichols were
working on the stage's light-
ing and sound.
"I was in the lighting booth
when I heard the girls call
out;" Smith said. "Al (Cyrus)
went up to see what had
happened and to check the
body. He discovered the body
cold and told the girls to call
the police."
The police dispatched a
university ambulance to the
auditorium at 11:04 a.m.
only saw her from the
knees down. She apparently
must have crawled under-
neath the rack, she couldn't
have fallen under there,"
Smith said. "She evidently
went there on purpose."
Cyrus said he did not know
the woman.
4.
UMO ambulance attendants, UMOPD officers and coroner's office officials prepare to
transport the body of 19-year-old freshman Jana Laurie Jacobson. She was found dead
Thursday in Hauck Auditorium. (Inset—Jana Jacobson.) (Hawkins photo)
"We didn't recognize her as
anyone involved in our pro-
gram." Cyrus said. "She
looked to me as though she
might have been asleep."
Smith said people have furniture up there and it's
been found sleeping in that quiet," Smith said.
particular area in the past. "I
myself have taken a nap there
before because there is
(See WOMAN page 2)
Animal, vet education survives budget cuts
by Kevin Foster
Staff Writer
Although UMO's budget problems
affected the department of animal and
veterinary sciences, the department
chairman said students' education has
not suffered.
In an interview with the Maine
Campus this week, Chairman Don
Communiqué
Friday, Dec. 2
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room,
Union. Noon.
Film and Discussion. Professor
Douglas Allen, philosophy:
"Vietnam—A Television
Documentary: Peace is at
Hand, 1968-1973." North
Lown Room, Union. Noon.
Barbershop Quartet. South
Bangor Lounge, Union. Noon.
Moslem Service. Drummond
Chapel, Union. Noon.
Animal and Veterinary Sciences
Seminar. Cyndi Wiggin:
"Immediate Hypersensitivity in
Cattle." 22 Rogers. 1:10 p.m.
(continued on page 8)
Stimpson said the department could
use new equipment and it has been
forced to cut or change some
programs. but "We're no different
than anyone else." adding, "I don't
think we've suffered as much as some
of the other departments."
Stimpson said the horse program
had to be eliminated a couple of years
ago because "we just couldn't afford
it." .The Animal Medical Technology
program used horses to help train
students to be nurses' technicians for
animals.
Stimpson also said the current
animal internship program will last
one more year, starting in January.
Students can go to the Animal Medical
Center in New York, one of the best in
the; country, for intern training. The
program which costs abut $60,000 is
university subsidized. he said.
"We had to change the program or
drop it, so we changed it." he said.
Stimpson said the department will
coordinate the program with local
veterinarians in Maine and
Massachusetts.
"We'd also like to replace the
microscopes in the teaching lab
because ours are pretty far gone,"
Stimpson said. "But they cost about
$800 to $1,000 a piece and we just
don't have the money."
The-department's total budget for
fiscal year 1983-84 is S293,53. Of this.
$17.640 was allocated for non-salary
items and has remained constant for
the last four yearsi Most faculty
members in the department are
allocated money for research and
teaching. For fiscal year 1983-84, the
department has $396,917 in the
budget, $43,449 for non-salary pur-
poses. That figure was $36,501 'in
1982-83, $35,501 in 1981-82 and
$36,501 in 1980-81. The money
obtained from the university and from
federal and private grants.
Stimpson said research funds often
are used to acquire equipment and
repair it.
"We spend $1,500 to $2,000 a year
just to repair a machine used to cut
tissues for pathology. It's an expensive
machine and it breaks down a lot."
Paul Harris, associate professor of
animal and veterinary sciences, said
he's had to limit some lab activities.
He said in a laboratory technicians
course, each student should dissect a
cat by himself.
"We've had to cut back and one
cat is shared by two to four students
now," he said. "The problem with
this is that the quiet students let the
more aggressive students do all the
learning."
Harris said he likes to visit the job
sites of students involved in the
cooperative education program, in
which students apply what they've
learned in school.
"Now I have to follow up by phone
•••
because there isn't enough money to
travel to the sites."
Harris said the animal sciehce
programs are associated with the food
industry which is gradually dying in
the Northeast because "we aren't
giving as much quality training to
sttidents as in the South and
Midwest "
"The poultry industry used to
Dom Stimpson
supply 48 percent of Maine's
agricultural income and now it's down
to about 18 percent. thus, job
opportunities disappear," he said.
William Congleton, assistant
professor of animal and veterinary
sciences, said he's given a small
amount of money for teaching aids in
(See BUDGET page 3)
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Residential Life to accept
only state I.D.'s, licenses
Rick Lawes
:Xtieff 'Writer
Beginning Jan. 17, the only forms of
identification accepted at parties
catered by Residential Life will be
State of Maine Picture I.D.'s and
Maine driver's licenses.
Bill Dalton, manager of catering and
conference services for Residential
Life, said UMO I.D.'s will no longer
be accepted at fraternity parties and
other parties using the catering license
because there have been some
problems with inauthentic I.D.'s.
"We were having some problems
with tampering," Dalton said. "These
(state of Maine I.D.'s) are tamper-
proof."
Dalton said Maine law states the
only acceptable forms of identification
for The sale of alcohol are state of
Maine I.D.'s but "it's up to an
establishment what they want to
accept." 
I
"We've been lenient," Dalton said,
"But we're not going to be anymore."
A spokeswoman for the Motor
Vehicle Registry said two documents
stating date of birth and $2 will be
required to obtain the I.D.'s.
She said out-of-state driver's
licenses would only be accepted if they
have a picture and photocopies of
birth certificates would not be
accepted.
In addition, passports, social
security cards, hunting and/or fishing
licenses, draft cards, immunization
records, marital application, and in the
case of UMO students, their
university applications will be accept-
ed if they contain the proper
information. Other documents will also
be accepted, and are listed on the back
of the application for the 1.D.
- Dalton said the UMO Vali-Dine
rds will be accepted by the Bear's
n as soon as a card reader similar to
' those used in the dining commons and
/.library is installed. The I.D.'s will be
checked to see if the holder is of age in
the same way they are checked for
meals or taking out books.
Applications
now being accepted
for Vice President
of Financial Affairs
for Inter Dormatoiy Board
Salaried Position
Workstudy/Non-Workstudy
Applicants
Excellent experience
• Apply between
9:00 a.m. & 4:00 p.m.
at Student Government Office
3rd floor Memorial Union
44410"1710.
p,VE.F/Art
100 \1aint.
Bangor
Every Friday & Saturday
8-10 p.m.
‘ARtclAokIR
For a For A Howling Good Time!
The prop storage area in Hauck Auditorium where Jana
Jacobson was found. (Ferazzi photo)
• Woman
The exact_ time that Jacob-
son enterekl the building is
unknown. Nichols said all
doors to Hauck Auditorium
are supposedly locked by the
Memorial Union janitor. UMO
police also check whether the
doors are secured.
UMO Police Officer Harry
Dalton said all entrances to
Hauck Auditorium were se-
cured when he completed his
last round at 12:30 a.m.
Thursday.
"On my rounds I check all
the doors to see if they are
locked. Access to the audi-
torium may have been gained
through a side door where
theater cast members usually
enter and exit," Dalton said.
"There has been some prob-
lems with the door not locking
tight unless you really tug it."
Nichols said "We have a lot
of people using the building
and all the doors are supposed
to be locked, but there are a
lot of doors:"
 ,(continued from page 1)
"Sometime between 7 and
7:30 in the morning the
janitors are in here setting up
for classes. They mostly know
who the theater people are
and they would ask someone
what they were doing around
the stage if they did not
recognize them," Nichols
said.
Nichols said the cast and
production people are usually
finished work by 10:30 p.m. or
11 p.m. He said he wasn't
sure how soon after they left
the building that campus
police check the doors.
Rich McGowan, lighting
board operator said he was up
there between 3 and 5 p.m.
and other people were also
present there Wednesday
night.
Nichols said, "It's ystify-
ing that with all th people
involved in the prod ction that
the body wasn't,discovered
earlier."
Classifieds
Announcements
100's of Bible self contradictions.
Send $7.95 for The Bible Handbook
(362 pages) to AAC, P.O. Box 2117,
Austin, TX 78768.
Join Americans Against Alcohol
send 504 donation for information to
AAA, P.O. Box 7603, Portland, ME
04112. Auction
Gamma Sigma Sigma is sponsoring
the "G and G" Christmas Auction,
December 3, 1983, 11:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. in Lengyl Gym. Proceeds go to
CPR Manikins for Campus use.. .
Housing
BRANN HOUSE C Openings
for Spiiiig Semester $255 Single, $220
Double. Includes FOOD and HEAT
370 College Ave, call 866-4961.
SUNDAY WORKSHOP
4q+ 
a.m., Protestant Service
Lown Rm.c..=1
+11+
The Maine Christian Asso.
United Baptist Church
Middle Street
Old Town, Maine
Sunday Schedule
8:00 a.m. Worship Service
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Worship Service
6:30 p.m. Evening Service
Bus service available to UMO for
Sunday School and 10:45 Service.
Call 827-2024 for stop locations.
/
Jobs
Wanted: 16m ' projectionist to show
SEA movies fçir 1984/85. Apply at
SEA office,, Memorial Union.
Application dOdline is December 5th.
Minimum Wage. Experience necessary.
PART-TU*11E positions now available
that pay uØ to S10.00/hour and more.
Send name and address to: Student
Employment Services, 205 Wendell
kvenue,../Pittsfield, Mass. 01201.
Clasfieds are $1.50 for the first
twent  words and ten cents for each
addit °nal word, per day.
gor Nazarene Church
1465 Union St.
Bangor, Maine
947-7216
SUNDAY
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Praise 6:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Adult Prayer/Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WELCOMES YOU!
Sunday:Eucharist 10 a.m.
St. James, Old Town
Center„& Main Streets
Wednesday: UMO Canterbur.y Club
Eucharist, 7 p.m. Canterbury Chapel. 2
Chapel Road,. Orono Corner of College
Avenue.)
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• Budget 
his courses.
"It works out to about $50 per
course. A single film or set of slides
may cost as much as $150 to $200," he
said.
Congleton said the department
hasn't had much luck exposing
students to micro-computer applica-
tions on the farm.
"On commercial dairy farms there's
a lot of software beginning to be
utilized. They do some critical
things.'•
He said the university is trying to
get money for a micro-computer lab,
but he said he doubted how much
hands on experience each student
would get when only two or ,three
machines are divided among 30 or 40
students.
"Even if we do get the computers
there's going to be a problem getting
the appropriate software because it's
so expensive," he said.
Linda Kling, an assistant professor
of animal and veterinary sciences, said
some type of contingency fund should
be established to protect equipment
because "if it breaks down it's
broken."
"I get $2,000 for research and it
wouldn't be uncommon to have to pay
a man $500 to come from Boston to fix
it," she said. "I have to take that
money from my research fund."
Kling, who does 20 percent teaching
and 80 percent research, said she
receives adequate funding for research
from outside sources.
"From talking to my colleagues, I
know that Maine could be better, but
(continued from page 1)
it's a lot worse at some other places so
we're certainly not at the bottom of the
barrel," she said.
Christopher Canale, a graduate
student, said he's constantly writing
proposals for outside funding to prove
his research is good for both industry
and the state.
Canale said his adviser has to divide
research money among three grad-
uates students and an honor student
while he (Caiple) gets the same
amount of funding regardless of how
many he has.
We have to limit the depth of
projects to stay within the budget,"
Canale said.
Stimpson said the trucks, harves-
ters, and tractors on the farm are in
terrible shape, but the price of one
new tractor is about $70,000.
"Some type of program should be
developed so that something can be
replaced every two or three years. It's
just been getting worse over the
years."
He said the department won't be
able to carry on at the current level for
five more years and the dean will have
to evaluate the courses to decide which
one to cut.
"But I don't think things will
continue as they are. I think things go
in cycles and I think we've had our bad
cycle and we're going to get on a more
sensible plane. I think we're going to
turn the corner for the financing of
education," Stimpson said.
14
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Now Renting
at
Stillwater Village Apartments
One Bedroom 1- Two Bedroom
First mioattles rent FRU
Includes heat, hot water, refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, stove and shag carpeting
throughout the apartment.
Laundry facilities on property. Parking for two
cars. Call 1166-26511
I
I
Discount Beverages, Inc.
7 Oak St., Downtown Orono
Open Mon.-Thur. 9 am.-lam.
Fri. & Sat. 8 am.-1 am.
Sun. 12 pm.-12 am.
Weekend Specials
Pabst Bar Bottles
$7.99/case plus tax & dep.
Budweiser & Bud Light
$5.38/12 pack plus tax & dep.
Michelob & Michelob Light
. 3.19/6 pack plus tax & dep.
Almaden -- Chablis & Rhine
$3.89/ 1.5 liter
Rold Gold Pretzel Rods
69C/11 oz bag
Good Luck UMO Hockey Bears
Bottle returns accepted from open to close everyday
 Ji
by Don Linscott
Staff Writer
UMO's News of the World
Forum has been terminated for
the rest of the fall semester due
to a poor attendance record in the
past, said David M. Rand,
director of the Memorial Union
and associate dean of Student
Activities.
Rand said the forum which
took place at noon on Tuesdays
throughout the semester, has
been discontinued until January
1984 because the weeks leading
into finals are "an incredibly
busy time for most students.—
World News Forum
canceled for rest of fall
Rand said he believes most
students return from
Thanksgiving break eager " to
finish finals and get out of here"
and don't want to take time for
the forum."
He said he has been pleased
with the program this semester
and that it has fulfilled its goal of
providing an opportunity for a lot
of different populations on
campus to get together and talk.
Rand said this semester was
the first that the News of the
World Forum was offered weekly
rather than biweekly and that it
will continue to do so next
semester as a result of its
success.
Yianni's Pizza & Pub
University Mall Orono
Is offering free delivery
between 5:00p.m.-10:00p.m. Sun-Thur
5:00p.m.-12:00p.m. Fri & Sat
Ask for a copy of
our Take Out Menu
Call 827-5421
Maine Masque Theatre
presents
Rhinoceros
by Eugene Ionesco
Tues.-. Sat., Dec. 6-, 10, 1983
at 8:15 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine at Orono School of Performing Arts
Department of Theatre/Dance
`E.
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World/U.S. News 
Weinberger plans 8305 billion budget request
Reagan has signed into law and
another $1.7 billion thatl Congress is
certain to enact for military pay next
spring.
The overall defense spending figure
in both this year and 1985 would be
higher when military construction and
nuclear weapons research are included
Together, those two programs account
for nearly $14 billion this year,con-
gressional officials said.
WASHINGTON (AP)-Defense Secre-
tary Caspar Weinberger is planning a
Pentagon spending request for the
next fiscal year of about $305 billion,
an increase of nearly $55 billion or
more than 21 percent over the year's
level, congressional sources disclosed
Thursday.
Several sources predicted a request
that large would provoke a Imajor
election year fight in Congress, lt,vhich
fought President Reagan over defense
spending earlier this year before
voting less money than he wanted.
A request that large also would
become a certain issue in next year's
presidential election campaign, should
Reagan seek a second term. All eight
Democratic hopefuls favor cuts in the,
administration's buildup but differ
widely on specifics. /
It was not known 4.Phether Wein-
berger forwarded the Pentagon's
request for fiscal 1.985 to the White
House for Reagan's review. One
source said the spending blueprint
"hasn't been thrashed out in front of
the president yet." Reagan _will
Brewer
Beauty
This Well built, (Eremita &
Valley), 4 bedroom, raised
ranch is located in a nice
family neighborhood of
Brewer. Fully applianced
kitchen with birch cabinets,
L shaped living room with
fireplace, dining room, nice
hardwood floors, 11/2 baths,
family room with fireplace,
garage and 10' x 12' screened
porch. Asking $64,900. Let
us show you this fine
property.
Eves/wknds:
Paula Page 827-5479
Beverly Antonitis 866-2576
Helen Buzzel 827-3433
John DeGaribody 827-3619
Rose French 732-3977
Lois Soule 866-4060
Bradford
Orono 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
out of state I-800-341-8720, Ext. P664
ultimately decide how large a defense
budget request to sttbmit to Congress.
Congressional sources said Wein-
berger went over his proposal at a
private breakfast meeting Wednesday
with five key GOP leaders in the
Senate, including Republican Leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee.
One aide said Weinberger left some
senators "pretty much stunned, pretty
adamant they won't get a number that
big."
"It's going to be a real donnybrook
if they insist on asking for that large a
number," the aide said.
A second source added the reaction
was "very negative.,"
A spokesman for House Speaker
Thomas O'Neill Jr., D-Mass.. said that
a budget request that large for defense
would be "another dissappointment."
Sources said the figure of $305
billion is comparable to spending this
fiscal year of about $251 billion-$249
billion in the regular Defense
Department appropriations bill that
Shuttle astronaut beams hara radio signal
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)—
Owen Garriott became the first
astronaut to beam a ham radio signal
from space Wednesday. His call
letters, W5LFL, were received loud
and clear and with a lot of joy by the
space center radio club to which he
belings.
Garriot, one of the two mission
specialists in the six man Columbia-
Spacelab crew, is a lifelong ham
operator, using his own time to pursue
his hobby from space.
"W5LFL calling CO in North
America; W5LFL from Columbia
calling CQ and standing by," said
Gariott as the ship's orbit grazed the
West Coast. traveling in an arc from
San Francisco to the tip of the Baja
NIVERSETY
CINEMAS TItS LVVATFR AVEOLD TOWN
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 827-38so
Pure Goff WOODY
ALLEN
MIA
FARROW
IONA, IOC N
Magic
I il1I'Isms
(PG1
Zelig
INIIIIM11111111111•11111M1
In a cad w.xid
you need your friends
to keep you warm
s
d 7
f
9`Z"w
THE BIG CHILL
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
Daily 7-9
Sat & Sun
Mat At 2 pm.
MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM
TACOS FIXIN'SWITH ALL THE
Plus avow /20 hot and cold It.,,,,
and our "FIN-Your-Own" Sunda*
cornor. You can't boat
6''fffisR Room,
427 Main Street, Bangor
peninsula.
In ham talk, "CQ" means "calling
any station." A lot responded and
Garriott Wok the mike to say, "I heard
first Kilo Zero Romeo, missed your
last letters; returning the call and
couple more whose signals are too
weak to read."
He told the hams the ship's attitude
was "not the best and I'm radiating
only four watts out of the small cavity
atenna in our overhead window so it
does not give me a good signal
margin."
Garriott said he would accept calls
for the 90 seconds.
0,.............1110-41.4.410.*-41.•  • • • •• 411.
•
•
•
Need Cash?
• 947-6340
• Spot cash paid for used
•
musical 
instruments• 
 
 Audio - Stereos - Records
Tapes - Pianos
•
• Sam's Music Place
30 Main St., Bangor
ts...•...••••••-•,•••••••J
Ken Schnell, a budget analyst at the
Johnson Space Center and a member
of Garriott's radio club, started
transmitting "W5RRR, Whiskey 5
Romeo. Romeo, W5 Radio, Radio,
Radio calling."
The object of all this was not to have
conversation between ham on the
ground and ham in orbit, but just a test
to see who could be heard by the
astronaut.
-We will know later how many are
successful," Schnell said.
"Garriott is tape-recording every-
thing and people will be notified later
if they got through."
•
ll-111Th
-SHOW RIO
•
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Thursday, Frida Saturda
CAT'S EYE
with
SOUNDTRAC
joining them Friday & Saturday
 Movies-To-Go
!MA IDEO CENTER
Broadway Shopping Center
Bangor. Maine 04401
Rent A Video Cassette Recorder Now
Affordable Rates
Overnight $15
each additional day $5
includes 1 free movie
each additional movie $3
Open: M-Th, 9:30 a.m.-7 p.m.; Fri-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
AWWWW.AAW.AAWSAWAAWAIO.WWWW.a.W.AAAW.W.
: Your Headquarters For ALL HOTPOINT Appliances :
N
N LANDRY'S INC. mMX 46 Center St., Brewer Tel. 989-3850 
 
 N
: $299.95 MODEL RE964 NMtii -Touch Control Panel with 1.4 Cu' ft. M
-Program Selection Pads family size oven capacity MTime Cook, Temp. Cook,
At Defrost, Hold/Timer
X -10 Power Level,*
X 
-Clock
On Sale Now At Landry 's
• •
HOME VIDEO
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Consumer
by Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A consumer
group Thursday praised the Cabbage
Patch dolls and the Lights Alive game
as the most creative toys of the 1983
holiday season, but said some others
shouldn't be found under anyone's
Chrismas tree.
The consumer affairs committee of
the liberal Americans for Democratic
Action, issuing its 12th annual
pre-Christmas toy survey, said short-
ages of many toys are the worst in
years.
Military toys are highly p`opular,
they panel said, and licensing of toy
characters such as G.I. Joe has grown
tremendously accounting for $20.6
billion in toy sales last year.
group rates
The ADA panel gave its "trash box"
award to several toys judged unsafe,
overly' complicated, messy, poorly
made or lacking in play value.
In the trash box category was a doll
that soils its diaper, a doll with an
irritating laugh and a game with four,
single-spaced pages of hard-to-under-
stand instructions.
The panel gave high marks to the
scarce Cabbage Patch dolls, a soft
cloth doll that has become the fad toy
of the 1983 holiday season.
While praising the dolls for their
message "you don't have to be
beautiful to be loved," Ann Brown,
the committee chairwoman. blamed
the manufacturer, Coleco. for not
anticipating the heavy public demand
for them.
Shuttle visible this weekend
BOSTON (AP)—If weather
conditions are right it should only
take the naked eye and some
imagination for New Englanders to
spot the space shuttle Columbia at
certain times through the weekend,
said a space agency spokesman
Thursday.
On its ninth trip into space, the
Columbia will look to its observers
like a star in the sky, said Lu
Sudak of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration NASA.
The shuttle is traveling at an
altitude of 148.5 miles and a speed
of 17,500 mph.
Sudak said if the sky is clear
except for scattered cumulus clouds,
a viewer of the Columbia should be
able to see it minutes after. dusk.
The sky must be dark with the sun
just on the horizon so it shines on
the body of the space shuttle, she
added.
The shuttle will appear as a fast
moving star. Under the best
conditions it will be "equal to the
brightest star in the sky" and under
the dullest it will be "barely visible
to the unaided eye," Sudak
said.
Columbia watchers should be able
to see the shuttle for about four
minutes and it generally will be
traveling in a northwest to southeast
direction. Sudak said.
Viewers in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island should look to the sky
at 4:43 p.m. Friday, 4:32 p.m.
Saturday and 4:22 p.m. Sunday. In
New Hampshire, the times are the
same on Friday and Saturday.
A gift shop that caters to sports.
Get your sharp new jacket, in Bud red, or one in lacid Ligtil blue,
at Maine Distributors' new gift shop. Over 100 different gift
items such as mugs, steins, umbrellas, or even a life-size
Clydesdale! And all have separate imprints of the entire
Anheuser-Busch product line Come out and browse!
At. 2 from Bangor, turn left at Pilots Grill, turn right at
Coffey Street — drive right up to Maine Distributors building.
• Sportswear —
Men's & Ladies
• Glassware
• Mugs & Steins
• Trays & Pitchers
• Bar Signs
• Pool Cues
• Umbrellas - Novelties
• Eagle Snacks
...and much more!
Hours: Mon-Tue-Wed.
10 am - 3 pm
Thur-Fri:
10 am -8 pm
Natural BUD44, uoi \LIGHTi
MICHELOB
P N1/4k MICHELOB
BUSCH
litidwt•I
Tel.
947-4563
• •
MAINE
DISTISIOUTORS
GIFT
SNOPPF
best, worst toys
Also a big winner in the ADA survey
was Lights Alive by Tomy, a
battery-operated toy that allows
children to design patterns of colored
lights.
The group also warned that some
small; party favor rattles and plastic,
toy-like cake decorations on the market
may choke small children. Brown said
her committee plans to ask the federal
Consumer Product Safety Commission
about extending regulations to include
cake decorations.
Other toys recommended for safety,
play value, sturdiness, durability and
realistic advertising included Sky
Talkers, walkie-faikies by Fisher Price;
Glo Worm, a stuffed animal that
lights, from Hasbro; Care Bears,
stuffed animals from Kenner; Popoids
construction set from Tomy; Small
Stuff Space Shuttle by Tomy, a
put-together space toy.
The ADA's best buys for under $5
included Penny Planes and Penny
Trucks, toy vehicles; Machine Men
and Diakon Power Dashers robots;
Continue card game, Spellbinder
‘'historical story tapes, Care Bears
books and Loch Nerf Monsters tub
toys.
Reagan vetoes Salvadoran bill
WASHINGTON (AP)—Five
private agencies promised Thursday
to prepare their own report on
human rights abuses in El Salvador,
after President Reagan vetoed a bill
that would have required Salvadoran
political and social reforms as a
condition of U.S. military aid.
At the same time, leading
Democrats denounced Reagan's veto
as likely to encourage right-wing
death squads in El Salvador which
recently intensified killing of
politically active civilians. The
Democrats said they would resubmit
the vetoed bill when Congress
reconvenes Jan. 23.
The bill would revive a two-year-old
law requiring Reagan cut off military
aid to the rightist Salvadoran
government if he could not certify
every six months that it was making
progress on human rights and political
and economic reforms. The next report
would have been due Jan. 16.
Meanwhile, five anti-Saudinista
groups told the United States they
are prepared to end military
operations against Nicaragua if that
nation takes "credible steps" toward
democracy, a senior American
official said Thursday. The official,
reporting on talks Thursday in
Panama City between the anti-
Sandinista leaders and Richard
Stone, Reagan's special Central
American envoy, said his report
intended to convey a message
directly to .Sandinista leaders in
Managua.
The official spoke on condition he
not be identified.
The American Civil Liberties
Union and America's Watch, a
private human rights group, contend
Salvadoran security forces and
related paramilitary groups are
responsible for the majority of the
40,000 civilian deaths during the
four-year-old civil war in El
Salvador.
TABITHA
KING
author of
SMAU. WORLD
CARETAKERS
CARETAKERS
Tabitha King. Macmillan,
$13.95 ISBN 0-02-563150-0
King, wife of Stephen King and
author of the well-crafted suspense
novel Small World, leaves behind
the suspense genre (while holding
onto some of the suspense) in this
story of two old aquaintances. Joe
Nevers, now an old man, has spent
his entire life in the small Maine
village where he cares for the
homes of, summer people. He's
always been involved with Upper
class family, the Christophers,
playing the murky role of family
retainer/affectionate pal. The last
Christopher surviving is Tone, a
spunky woman who married into
the family and whose many
tragedies and disappoinments have
led her to alcoholism. When a
blizzard starts up, the sinewy old
Yankee goes to the Christopher
place to check on lorie, finds her
shrunken and dying of breast
cancer, and realizes he may soon
have no one left to care for. What
binds these two in an adversarial
friendship despite the fact that Joe
is a townie and Tonle is one of the
summer people is revealed through
flashbacks. When disaster strikes,
Tone must care for Joe in a
reversal of role's, and she shows
her true nature. King's readable
narrative is only occasionally
marred by a cloying folksiness.
Otherwise she has spun an
involving tale and rendered Never's
laconic Maine dialect ideally.
(Publishers Weekly)
will be autographing her novels at
UMO BOOKSTOIN Tues., Dec. 6 .t
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On the Edge
DAVID R. WALKER
On our behalf
Agroup of irate, saddened and frustratedpeople stood outside the Floridagovernor's mansion Tuesday night and
Wednesday morning pleading to Gov. Bob
Graham to intervene and stay the execution of
convicted killer Robert Sullivan. But at 10:10
Wednesday morning, Graham gave the go-ahead
and six minutes later Sullivan was dead.
This execution is controversial for two reasons.
First, it is another state-sanctioned, federally-
approved killing here in a nation of "high moral
fiber and compassion," and second, because
Sullivan may very well have been innocent of the
crime for which he spent 10 years on death row
and died by electrocution.
What has been served or enhanced by killing
Sullivan? Some would argue his death will serve
as a deterrent to other would-be killers, as
they've argued for years. But for years, despite
resort to capital punishment, men have murdered
and the death row population climbs. Others will
say this nation will not tolerate violent individuals
and such executions bring this point home. But
condemning violence by condoning exectuions,
obviously violent themselves, seems terrifically
hypocritical. And there are many, still, who view
such executions as the only proper means for
avenging a murder. But revenge surely can't be
cited as legitimate motive for taking any life and
is hopefully condemned throughout America.
Why, then, was Sullivan killed? Who has a
sufficient answer?
Despite the pleas for leniency from Pope John
Paul II, the current model for humanitarianism
and mercy, and legitimate questions about
Sullivan's guilt, the federal court and the State of
Florida felt it "best" to kill. And the black-
hooded executioner, representing us, the
American public, did just that.. .on our
"behalf."
It is difficult to understand what we've gained.
And it is worthwhile to wonder if we wish this
aspect of America to be emulated and praised by
others. Have morality, good and justice been
served by this or any execution? Are we better
now for practicing capital punishment? Is there
comfort in knowing Robert Sullivan twitched in
agony and died at our hands? If so, so be it and
let the next man in line come forward to die. If
not, then let us mourn for Sullivan and for those
who allowed him to die.
The people in front of Gov. Graham's house
chanted in the night, "The whole world's
watching, the whole world's watching," and they
are right. It would be interesting to know what
the whole world has seen and what it feels for
Robert Sullivan and for us.
WE'VE COME A LONG
Sco,
WAY BABY.
c-1
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The dialection
I was going to write about historical
materialism as it relates to the
dialectical process, you know, the
inevitable convergence of thesis and
antithesis and the rebirth, so to speak,
of history, or, as Marx called it, the
synthesis. I thought I might bring into
my discussion notions of individual-
ism, the pursuit of personal fulfillment
as an end in itself, the leisure time
ethic as we know it, and, believe it or
not, ' yes, the capitalist mode of
production.
In fact, and I know you're going to-
call me ambitious for this, I was going .
to relate how monogamy (the state or
custom of being married to one person
at a time) has been radically
influenced by the economic system in
which we exist; how, for instance, the
role of the woman in the family was
once, tied inextricable to the production
of necessary goods, goods needed for
survival, and how, as capitalism
evolved and essentially rendered the
traditional role of women archaic,
women found their existence, their
role in society, devalued. I was going
to belabor this point and relate how
pre-capitalist patriarchal mores of
male supremacy (borne, not so
incidentally, from times when biology
reigned all-important and males'
superior strength put them in a
hierarchiacal position) persisted even
when technology and advanced cap-
italist distribution rendered the male
role somewhat incoherent, one could
say archaic.
But then, that would have been
belaboring the point, right? Actually. I
realized long before /beginning the
effort that I would have lost all but my
most dedicated readers with that last
point. Hence going on would have
been columnular suicide, so to speak.
Had I really been brave I would have
pushed the whole discussion into a
really tenuous realm: the irony of
capitalism, you might say: how a
system eased on maximizing profit, in
a sense exploiting any and every
market to secure that profit, created
also a mass self-consciousness that,
historically, never before existed. Call
it the leisure time ethic, the "you
deserve a break" ethic or the "shape
up/trim down" ethic, the fact is the
capitalist bent for creating new
markets to sell new goods created also
a new consciousness. The masses no
longer had to worry about just
surviving. Now, after being exploited
for their 
_labor in the factory, they
could relai, play with their Atari, and
at the same time, make certain
capitalists, whether in Japan or
Germany, even richer.
Yes, the dialectical process makes
for great conversation, especially in
revolutionary circles. They're saying.
don't you know, that we're becoming
more historically ripe for revolution
every minute. As you know, though,
for now most are so situated in their
historical predicament that they aren't
as aware of the dynamics of the
'dialectical process as they might be.
But this isn't the sort of thing you
write columns about. This sort of
stuff is very bad in the column busi-
ness. Readers are alienated because
words are too academic, concepts are
not fleshed out because of space con-
straints, and besides, the masses like
to be entertained during their leisure
time.
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Resp nse
when 'writing
he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
,orrimentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
Fast for the United Way
To the editor:
On Dec. 14, the Inter-
dormitory Board, „.-with the
cooperation of the Sophomore
Owls, is sponsoring the annual
United Way Fast Day at UMO.
This is an excellent opportun-
ity for students to make a
contribution to the Penobscot
Valley United Way as its fund
drive for 1983 draws to a close
by giving up lunch on Dec.
14.
All that a student or other
interested person with a
university meal plan has to do
is come to the United Way
"Fast Day '83" table that will
be in each of the dining
commons next week during
the dinner hour. Their meal
cards will be punched into a
Vali-Dine machine and the
contribution will be recorded.
The process is that simple.
The United Way "Fast Day
'83" table will be in Hilltop
Commons, Dec. 4; Stewart
Commons, Dec. 5; Wells
Commons, Dec. 6; Stodder
Commons, Dec. 7; and
York Commons, Dec. 8.
Please contact the IDB
office if you have any
questions or come to the
"Fast Day '83" table on
any of the dates listed.
Tony Plante
Vice President, IDB
Judging hunting: All life
To the editor:
I'm writing in reply to the
commentary "More than the
kill" (Campus. 11/17/83).
First of all, Gregg Palmer
said that "on more than one
occasion those passing judg-
ment are sitting down to an
elegant meal of steak or
lamb." I am a vegetarian. so I
feel justified to oppose hunt-
ing. I see no reason why any
animal should have to die for
our sake. They have as much
of a right to live as we do.
Second, Gregg Palmer said
that there is more to hunting
than just killing. There is a
social activity, a chance to be
at ease with a congested
world, and a chance to enjoy
Nuclear war can be avoided with effort
To the editor:
It never ceases to amaze me
that whenever I ask the
question "Do you think
nuclear war is unavoidable?"
Nine times out of 10 the reply
is, "It's inevitable." Whether
.this is a response based on
fright and anxiety or one
based on ignorance, I do not
know. But I will outline a few
reasons why we must accept
the issue for what it is, rather
than let officials mask the
truth with' political rhetoric.
First, the only circumstanc-
es which are inevitable on this
planet are those which only
God himself can control.
These include all the natural
forces that govern the
destiny of this planet—
droughts, floods, earth-
quakes, etc. These are the
only instances over which I
believe humans have little or
no control. The nuclear age
cannot be compared to the
above catastrophic events
since nuclear bombs are solely
an application of human intell-
igence. Because a nuclear
bomb is entirely a human
creation, the process is revers-
ible. The reverse of assembl-
ing is dismantling, and this,
my friends, is the only rational
solution to the prevention of
nuclear war.
Critics will argue that
reducing our nuclear stock pile
will lead to military inferiority.
I disagree, and for exactly the
same reason Dr. Carl Sagan,
profess of astronomy and
space sciences at Cornell
University, disagrees. Sagan
recently commented, "If two
people are standing in a
puddle of gasoline, and one
has a couple of matches while
the other has a whole box, who
represents more of a threat,
and who will walk away
unburned?" The point is, who
can possibly be a winner in
this game? Certainly not you,
nor I, nor the Russians. It will
be up to the United States to
make the first move primarily
because the Russians still
remember vividly the loss of
lives they suffered during
WWII and, therefore, really
fear the consequences that a
first strike nuclear attack
would have on their society.
Can one really blame them
when they see more advanced,
more deadly bombs being
placed in Europe by the
United States? The so called
arms reduction proposal that
President Reagan and his
administration would like to
initiate is hogwash—the
bombs to be dismantled are
practically obsolete and will be
replaced by more deadly
versions anyway.
Finally, if you think you are
too busy to get involved in this
issue, think again. Our daily
tasks are so insignificant
compared .to the loss of
millions, possible billions, of
lives in a matter of minutes. I
ask you not to be afraid to get
involved because if you and I
don't, death and destruction
will be inevitable.
is valuable and all life is united
living for a minute or two.
Couldn't all those things be
achieved without the death of
an animal having to be
involved? Couldn't people find
the same enjoyment of life and
social activity from doing
something to help animals, for
example, working at a wildlife
sanctuary where they save
animals? Or just walking in
the woods and watching the
wild animals without shooting
them? Maybe taking pictures
of them is a possibility.
Instead of feeling sorry for
the poor "unduly chatised
hunter," why don't we feel for
the unduly chatised animals
who have to sacrifice their
lives for people? As Albert
Schweitzer said. "Man can no
Mark Maritato
264 Estabrooke
longer livefor himself alone.
We must realize that all life is
valuable and that we are
united to all life. From this
knowledge comes our spiritual
relationship with the
universe."
Nancy Hey
427 Androscoggin
Commentary
1 t was mid-June and I still didn't have asummer job. Everyday I studied the helpwanted sections, searching for that perfect
job. I had no idea what that perfect job was,
but I knew I had better find it soon. My
mother would yell to me," How do you
expect to go to school with no money?" or
the ever-classic "The way you spend your
money, you're going to owe more than the
federal government."
Then one fateful afternoon it happened.
After my daily rifdal of watching "Hawaii 5-
0" reruns, I strolled into the kitchen and
started reading the paper. I spotted an ad
which read, "Wanted: Camp
Counselor—Looking for arts and crafts and
swimming instructors; ALS & WS1; Past
experience preferred but not necessary. Call
555-5555 after 5 ii.rn ." The ptilect job!
"What could be tough about that?" I thought
as I dialed the number, ` jeach kids how to
make pet rocks and they'll be happy. Life in
the woods, 000h, this will . be the easiest job
I've ever had."
After a successful interview (takityg
Basketweaving 101 my senior' year really pekid
off) I reported to "work." I actually _stifled
the following Wednesday. All the cpanselors
went a week early to help set up „camp, and
the new ones were given a brief orientation on
what to expect. There were five of us, and
three were new: Definitely not good odds
facing 35 "experienced" kids the first two
weeks.
I thought I received a gift when they said
Piece of cake
that I had the seven to nine-year-olds in my
cabin. Even though I was getting seven of
them I thought, "Piece of cake. These kids
will, be waiting on me hand and foot. I'll have
them under control by the first night."
As their parents brought the little wonders
in on the first day, they gave me reports on
them. "Joey is hyperactive. He has
medication, but if he gets really spar just sit
him down away from everyone else." She
never once said that this boy was a candidate
for the Professional Wrestling Federation
Championships (super fly weight division). This
kid, who was only seven, was the terror of
the camp. One minute he'd be playing calmly,
the next minute he'd pummel and destroy
anyone who tried to oppose him. He would
bite, kick, tear, throw things, and do just
about anything to inflict pain on his
cabinmates.
One set of parents gave me the news
dreaded by camp counselors worldwide: their
son wets the bed. I realize that's pretty
common but I never had to deal with it. I
slowly saw my casual summer pass before my
eyes.
As the days passed "my guys," as I called
them, fought a lot, mostly over who was
playing what game and name calling. They
used to always unite against me, especially at
meal time. That was the worst time of the day
for me. I had one kid who never ate. I
thought, he'd die of starvation before the first
week wks over. Still another thought it was
socially acceptable to eat pancakes with his
Dan O'Brien
fingers. I'd tell him to use his fork and knife.
He'd always give the answer, syrup dripping
down his fingers, "My mother always lets me
do it." Once on started, they all followed suit
in "let's-abuse-the-counselor."
I would tell them stories at night, and they
wouldn't get the punch lines. I could tell my
career as a writer was off to a bad start when
I had to explain the punch line or the end of
a story about five times before they said,
"Oh, I get it now."
My cabin made the camp record books,
(nothing for me to be proud of, though) from
the kid who was only nine, but could
repeat any swear or describe any crude act in
detail, to the kid who skipped initiation.
Rumors of getting thrown into the lake can be
traumatic to a seven-year-old. He gave new
meaning to the saying "head for the hills" as
he,sprinted for the safety of the phone. When
he finally calmed down and realized that his
mother and father were on vacation, he
decided to hang up and come back to the
campfire.
Not once throughout the whole summer did
I find life in the woods relaxing. I dealt with
the death of a kid's father, a broken arm of
one of "my guys," and the discovery of new
and annoying moths. I survived massive doses
of slander if I told a kid he couldn't do a
certain thing. You might think that I was
disappointed and that I didn't have any "fun
in the sun." Au contraire; I can't wait for
next summer.
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Pro se divorce: Represent yourself
Student Legal Services emphasizes the pro se
approach, or representing yourself without an
attorney, in areas in which a detailed
knowledge of the lat"or legal procedure is not
necessary. When we have a case which we feel
SLS Notes
Dorr and Eves
is "ripe" for pro se, we train the client to do
the courtroom work himself, helping him fill
out the necessary forms, versing him in the
area of law which pertains to his case, and
even organizing a "mock trial" with our
attorney as judge to serve as a practice run.
We do this because we believe very strongly
that individuals in our society must become
empowered with a working knowledge of our
legal system, and not always need to rely on
the legal elite to "interpret" it for them. The
satisfaction of representing oneself, along with
•the self-confidence it builds, often is more
important to an individual than the money he
will save in attorney's fees after he graduates.
Divorce is one area in which SLS often
encourages the pro se route. Divorce is an
emotional and, personal matter between two
people, and we believe that both the state and
legal ..._professionals should, as much as is
possible, remain in the background. We
encourage attempts at reconciliation, including
marital counseling, and stress the need for on-
going communication between the parties.
There are some instances in which pro se
divorce is not advisable. SLS can and does
fully represent clients in these cases.
To initiate a divorce action procedurally, a
person can obtain the necessaey forms in a
special packet from the clerk of the district
court in Bangor. This packet costs $2.20 if
you have children, $1.90 if you do not. Once
these forms are filled out, your spouse must
be served personally by a deputy sheriff, for a
fee of $8 plus mileage. The sheriff will return
a signed copy of the complaint and summons
to you once service has been made.
Take the papers which the sheriff has
returned to you, as well as the completed
affidavit concerning children (if you have any),
to the clerk of district court. It costs $10 to
have them filed. The federal affidavit shoula
be filed with the clerk on the day of your
court hearing.
Twenty days after you file with the clerk,
you can request a -hearing date. That hearing
must be at least 60 days from the date you
filed the papers with the clerk. During this
period before the hearing, you and your
spouse must settle the matters of division of
property, alimony and child support and
custody. You may wish a written settlement,
but this is not necessary. If you have a written
settlement, and we advise that you do, the
court must approve it, and may change it.
Communiqué
Friday, Dec. 2 (continued from page 1)
Zoology Seminar. Dr. David Prior, University of
Kentucky: "Physiological and Behavioral Analysis of
the Interaction Between Feeding and Drinking." 102
Murray. 3:10 p.m.
Biochemistry Seminar, Professor John Howland,
Bowdoin College: "Regulation of Membrane
Transport." 124 Hitchner. 3:10 D.M.
Physics Colloquium. Professor J. Kreutzer, Dalhou-
sie University: "Laser Induced Photo Desorption."
140 Bennett. 4:10 p.m.
Sabbath Eve Services. Sponsored by Hillel.
Drummond Chapel, Union. 4:30 p.m.
APO/GSS Shuttlebus to the Bangor Mall. Side
entrance, Union. Admission. 5:15 & 6 p.m.
Friday Night Babysitting. Chapel Road Childcare
Center, Episcopal Church, Orono. For required
reservations, contact Linda Lerner, 581-1820, before
4 p.m. Fee charged. 6:30 - 11 p.m.
Planetarium Show. "The Star of Christmas." Plan-
etarium, Wingate. Admission. 7 & 8 p.m.
Movie. "The Rocky Horror Picture Show." 130
Little. Admission. 7 & 10 p.m. & midnight.
SEA Movie. "Lenny." 101 E/M. Admission. 7 &
9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 - midnight.
Music Faculty Recital. Daniel Rain, violin, and
Baycka Voronietzky, piano. Lord Hall Recital Hall.
Admission. 8 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 3
The 14th Creative Crafts Fair.
II a.m. - 5 p.m.
Performance Group. "His Kids.
Union. 12:30 p.m.
Main floor, Union.
" Peabody Lounge,
Performance Group. "Antique Music." Peabody
Lounge, Union. 1:30 p.m.
Planetarium Show. "The Star of Christmas."
Planetarium, Wingate. Admission. 2 & 7 p.m.
Performer. Jim Plummer, classical guitar, ballads
and folksongs. peabody Lounge, Union. 2:30 & 3:30
p.m.
APO/GSS Shuttlebus to the Bangor Mall. Side
entrance, Union. Admission. 5:15 & 6 p.m.
SEA Movie. "The Last Metro." 101 E/M.
Admission. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 - midnight.
You may also request that your hearing be
held in private.
Your divorce bectmes final 10 days after the
judge signs the divorce decree or order. If you
own real property (land), an abstract of the
decree must be filed in the county registry of
deeds where you own the property.
The foregoing represents an overview, and
we caution you not to rely soley on this article
for legal advice. If you are considering
divorce, and are interested in pro se, we refer
you to "Do Your Own Divorce In Maine" by
Christine Hastedt and Susal Malberg, which
costs $7.50 in paperback; to the Spuce Run
Association in Bangor; or to Student Legal
Services in the Memorial Union on campus.
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Sports
Women's hoop tourney opens tonight a
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
The UMO women's basketball team
will play its home opener this weekend -
as it hosts the Maine Tip-off Tourney
at the Memorial Gym.
UMO coach Peter Gavett said he
thinks the tourney, which will feature
teams from the University of New
Brunswick, Mt. Allison University,
Ottawa University and UMO. is the
first such tournament ever held at
UMO.
UMO will take a 1-3 record into the
tournament after suffering losses to
the University of Southern Connecticut
on Sunday. Nov. 20 (80-64), Boston
University on Monday, Nov. 21(47-41)
and Army on Friday, Nov. 25 (70-63).
Maine's first win was an 84-50
thrashing of Harvard at Harvard
University in Cambridge. Mass. on
Saturday. Nov. 26.
Gavett said the team is "coining
,iogether" and should provide fans
with an exciting brand of basketball.
The tourney will open Friday at 5:30
p.m. with UNB vs. Ottawa and UMO
vs. Mt. Allison in the second game at
8 p.m.
On Saturday. the losers of Friday's
games will play a consolation game at
5:30 p.m. The championship game will
tip-off at 7:30 p.m.
In Maine's tromping of Harvard,
Gavett said consistent team play and
outstanding defense were keys to the
win and he said he hopes such play will
continue through the remainder of the
L.—season.
Hockey cheer planned
UMO's Athletic Promotions Director
Brud Folger has come up with an idea
to create added fan participation at all
home hockey games.
"It's different and I hope it works,"
Folger said.
Jack Leone, a member of the UMO
football team, will assist the fans in
cheers during the game. Leone will be
located behind the UMO team bench
in a bright yellow shirt and he will hold
up a card indicating which number
cheer to raffle off.
The three cheers are:
Cheer No. 1 — Go Maine Go
Cheer No. 2 — UMO
Cheer No. 3 — Defense.
The line to each cheer will be
repeated three times.
Thrift a
Food and Beverage Center
Orono's largest independent grocery and
beverage center
We lead, others ollow
Stroh 's
'3.97
12 Pack
24 HOUR SPECIAL
12-12 oz. cans
Good From Friday 8 pm. to
Saturday 8 pm. Dec. 2-3
Limit one per customer
Stroh 's
8.97
Bar Bottles
24-12 oz. Bottles
Fri. & Sat. Only
Limit one per customer
Stroh 's
19.97
1/4
 
Barrel
Approximately 100
10 oz. Glasses
taps available
Weekend Special
FREE
1 Liter
Canada Dry
Ginger Ale
with
the purchase of 2 1-liter
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Plus tax and dep.
Not responsible for tyrrographic errors While supplies last. We reserve the nght to limit quantities
"Pit"
UMO's Julie Treadwell drives for a hoop against Harvard. The Bears
play tonight in the "Pit." (Ferazzi photo)
Word Processing &
Computer Supplies
Ribbons, Diskettes,
Headcleaning Kits,
Printwheels And More!!
"CALL US"
947-4625
Systems Management Services, Inc.
46 Brentwood Ave.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Bangor-Merrifield
Office Supply,Inc.
Drafting & Engineering Supplies
School Supplies
Calculators Typewriters
14 State Street
Downtown Bangor
942-5511
Stillwater Riverplex Apartments
-A new concept in housing for the Orono area-
• Geothermal Energy
• Full Air Conditioning
• Washer/Dryer
• Double bath with twin showers
• Modern kitchen with disposal
• River view
• Close to Campus
• Inexpensive!
• Privacy
• Parking
• Quiet Residential Neighborhood
Now leasing for January i - August 15
For further information call John Dudley,
General Manager at 945-5681 - 5 pm)
An ALCO Project
Gifts Gifts
to delight the senses
Chocolates to wind chimes,
crystals, potpourri, and
teddy hears, too! Plus
much inore to see,
touch, taste, smell,
and hear!
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Bears hungry for victory over Colgate
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
The UMO hockey team will attempt
to get back on the winning track this
weekend when it faces-off against
Colgate University tonight at 7:30 p.m.
and Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. at
the Alfond Arena.
The Black Bears have lost their last
four games dropping their overall
record to 3-5. The losing streak began
on Nov. 19 when the Bears lost a 7-6
heartbreaker to Providence College in
overtime. Since that game, Maine has
lost to Cornell University and then lost
two games to the powerful Fighting
Sioux of the University of North
Dakota last weekend. Maine's ECAC
record stands at 1-2.
The Red Raiders come into the game
with a 5-3 overall record. They are 1-1
in ECAC play with a 5-3 victory over
St. Lawrence University, and a 6-2 loss
to Clarkson University.
Top scorers for Colgate are senior
centers Jim Wallace (10 goals in eight
games), Steve Smith (4-7-11) and right
winger Gerard Waslen (9-7-16). Smith
needs 41 points this season to become
Colgate's all-time leading scorer.
Wallace has scored at least one goal in
each game this season and has
registered a point in his last 19 games
dating back to last season. Colgates
record for consecutive games with a
point is 20, so Wallace can tie and
break the record if he scores a point in
each game this weekend. The Red
Raiders have a very good goaltender in
junior Jeff Cooper. His goals allowed
average is 3.43 and his save
percentage
season.
There will be numerous changes in
the Black Bear forward lines this
weekend. Right winger Ray Jacques,
who played center against North
Dakota due to the Todd Bjorkstrand
injury, was so impressive that Head
Coach Jack Semler will play him at
center for this weekend. He will be
paired with Jay Mazur and Paul
Giacalone. Joel Steenson, who played
every game on defense last year, will
play left wing. Steenson started the
year on defense, and after sitting out
for five games, played defense and left
wing against North Dakota last
weekend.
Peter Maher will make his first
appearance for Maine this weekend. A
center the last two years, Maher will
play right wing on a line with Todd
Bjorkstrand and Steenson. The junior
was the team s fourth leading scorer
in .897 thus far in the
Men swimmers at home
by Ann Lindeman
Staff Writer
Although the UMO men's swim team
came out the loser in a dual meet at
Dartmouth College just before Thanks-
giving, Bear coach Alan Switzer felt
his team "just ran out of steam."
The meet was close up until the
200-breaststroke. This event is a tough
one for the Black Bears because their
best prospect is Neil Bond, a transfer
student who won't be eligible until
after finals in December.
Dartmouth College took both first
and second in this event, which
clinched the win. UMO junior Gregg
Shirley came in third for UMO, which
is especially noteworthy because he
specializes in the butterfly and
freestyle. Shirley was the only UMO
swimmer to compete in this event
against Dartmouth and also, against
Dalhousie. where he finished second.
The Bears will face Vermont
Saturday at 12 noon in one of only four
home meets this season.
University Citgo
Stillwater Ave., Orono, 827-5427
Weekend Specials
Budweiser
and
Budweiser Light
12 oz./12 pack
Blatz Beer
Six Pack
5.50
plus tax & dep.
2.15
Plus tax & dep.
Open til 1 am. Fri. & Sat.
last season with -27 points in only 21
games. He has had problems with
concussion related injuries in his
career. Kevin Mann will move from
center to left wing joining the junior
tandem of Scott Boretti and Joe Jirele.
Jim Purcell, Bruce Hegland and John
McDonald will play together rounding
out Maine's forward lines.
Defensively, Semler will use the
same personnel, but two of the pairings
will change Neil Johnson and Rene
Comeault will remain together. Scott
Smith, who was paired with Jeff
Kloewer, will now be teamed with
sophomore Duncan MacIntyre.
Kloewer will be paired with Roger
Grillo.
Freshmen goalie Jean Lacoste, who
was very impressive against Cornell
University (42 saves) and North
Dakota (38 saves), will start in the nets
for Maine tonight and probably on
_ Saturday afternoon. Lacoste, along
with his teammates, is looking forward
to this weekend's action.
"Every game is a challenge,"
Lacoste said. "I think we have our act
together and hopefully we can come up
with two wins."
The St. Hubert, Quebec resident has
enjoyed the Maine hockey program
aqd school thus far.
"I've been lucky. Many people have
been nice to me. The fans have been
excellent. I'm not used to the "big
crowds." It's great when they're on
your side. The (Maine) fans have
really helped us and when they're
behind you, you give it your all."
The team is hungry for a couple of
wins this weekend. Jacques summed it
up best when he said, "We'llk flying
high and out for blood."
BLACK BEAR NOTEBOOK
Todd Bjorkstrand, who did not play
against North Dakota due to a slight
separation of the left shoulder, will
return to the line up tonight.
Defensemen Scott Smith, who
missed last Saturday night's game
against North Dakota with sprained
ligaments in his right knee, will also
return to the ice tonight.
Freshmen winger Mike Hernon
broke his foot and will be out of action.
Maine's power play in the last
three games is 0 for 10. The team
worked on the power play a lot this
week in practice in hopes that it will
improve. Injuries have certainly been a
part oflt, with Ron Hellen being lost
for the year and Todd Bjorkstrand
missing the last two games.
Swimmers face Harvard
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The UMO women's swimming team
will take on the Harvard Crimson in a
dual meet Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
Stanley Wallace pool.
UMO coach Jeff Wren is extremely
confident of the team's chances going
into the meet.
"Team scoring-wise we will be an
underdog, but race by race we should
be competitive," Wren said. "I hope
we respond well to the level of
competition because it should help the
girls in future meets and especially in
the Championships."
The Harvard team has always been
strong in the distance races, and their
diving team is one of the best in New
England.
"I expect them (Harvard) to do well
in the 200-yard butterfly, 400-yard
freestyle and the 400-yard medley
relay.
"We should do well in the sprints
because Harvard is usually quite weak
in the 50 and 100-yard freestyle."
UMO lost to Harvard by a wide
score last season, 105-44.
Wren said the final score does not
dictate how the meet went.
"In swimming, the score can be
misleading because a team can win or
lose a few close races and the points
can pile up. Our medley relay team
could really help with a win to start the
meet, and Whitney Leeman will swim
a good race in the 200-yard
backstroke," Wren said.
This Check Could Have
Your Name On It.
Earn good money on a commision basis and
gain valuable sales experience by selling
advertising space for the Maine Campus.
Soles experience a plus but not a must.
Applications are available now for those
Interested at the Moine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall.
BC
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BC hoop coach praises
BOSTON (AP) Boston College
basketball coach Gary Williams likes
to think on the bright side of things. As
far as he's concerned, the victory his
15th-ranked Eagles won Wednesday
over the University of Maine was a
learining experience.
"I think it's good to have a scare like
this early in the season," said
Williams after BC overcame a first
half deficit for a 73-61 victory. "They
forced us to become a better
rebounding team.-
- The Black Bears,-who- outrebounded
the Eagles 16-7 in the first half, fell
prepto an aggressive Eagle defense
which 'forced 25 turnovers including
16 in the last half.
"We needed something to overcome
that rebounding margin in the first
half," said Williams. "I have a
tremendous amount of respect for
Maine coach Skip Chappelle and the
job he's doing.
"Physically, Maine is almost big
enough to play with the Big East
teams."
The.Bears, 1-1, seized a 19-10 lead
nine minutes into the game and held
on for a 35-32 halftime edge. But BC
took advantage of Maine's turnovers
and good shooting by Murphy and
junior guard Michael Adams to take
the lead four minutes into the second
half.
BC senior forward Jay Murphy led
all scorers with 22 points
Maine had gained its halftime lead
by out-rebounding the Eagles 16-7 in
the first half. But BC took the battle of
the boards in the last 20 minutes,
22-12.
Maine's Jeff Wheeler and Jeff
Topliff both scored eight of their 14
points in the first half with pinpoint
perimeter shooting. Center Jeff Cross
chipped in 12 points and 12 rebounds
before fouling out late in the contest.
Adams contributed 18 points on the
night for the Eagles.
Maine effort
Jeff Topliff, shown here firing a jumpshot against St. Michael's, was
a key to Maine's strong showing at Boston College. (Ferazzi photo)
Sooner Or Later
You'll Get Responsibility Like This.
In The Navy It's Sooner.
You're maneuvering
445 feet of guided
missile frigate through
the navigational
hazards and non-stop
traffic of one of the
world's busiest ports.
But you'll dock
safely. Because you
know your equipment.
You know your men. And even when the
responsibility weighs in at 3,600 tons...
you're ready.
After four years of college, you're.,
ready for more responsibility than most
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the
kind of job and responsibility they want,
and they get it sooner.
Navy officers are part of the manage-
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot
camp, officer candidates
receive four months
of leadership training.
It's professional school-
ing designed to sharpen
their technical and
management skills.
Then, in their first
assignment, Navy
officers get manage-
r NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
I'd rather have responsibility sooner.
more about the Navy's officer program.
Nam 
First
ment experience Vhat
could take years in
private industry. And
they earn the decision-
making authority it
takes to make that
responsibility pay off.
As their manage-
ment abilities grow,
Navy officers can take
advantage of advanced education and
training in fields as varied as operations
management, electronics, and systems
analysis. In graduate
Navy we pay 
you.te school it would cost
you thousands; i 
And the Navy pays well. The start-
ing salary is $17,000 (more than most
companies pay). And that's on top of a
comprehensive benefits program that
can include special duty pay. After four
 n years, with regular
W 344 I promotions and pay in-
t creases, the salary is up
TIl me to as much as $31,000.(0o) If you qualify to
I Please Print I Last be an officer in the
Address Apt. 01 
City State Zip
Age______tCollege/University/
$Year in College  *CPA 
AMajor/Minor 
Phone Number 
I Are. Code Hest Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information You do not have to fur.
nigh any of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy post-
L tiong for which you qualify.  J
Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.
Navy, chances are you
have what it takes to
succeed. The Navy just
makes it happen faster.
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Aweek of pink Bermuda beaches
and warm Bermuda sun.
Are you tough enough te take it?
One of our previous college visitors described
this event as "a week of wretched excess!' An
exaggeration perhaps, but not altogether
inaccurate.
Your week begins with a Sunday night
Get Acquainted bash at one of our hotels,
clubs or discos—meeting old friends, making
new ones. The next morning., the tough part
begins.
Spending day after sun-drenched day on
soft, pink beaches. Swimming, tanning, body-
gazing. Imbibing our special libations. Enjoy-
ing frqp beach buffet lunches, free calypso and
steel band waterside concerts, even a free
cruise—all courtesy of the Bermuda Depart-
ment of Tourism.
What will you do with your free time?
Whatwon't you do! Bermuda is famed for its
snorkeling and sailing, tennis and golf. For its
fine restaurants, discos and British pubs. And
for its fabulous mopeds—everybody's favour-
ite way to tour the island.
Think you can handle a week of this? Talk
to your campus friends, and see your Campus
Travel Representative or your Travel Agent for
complete details.
For more information,
including a Bermuda
College Weeks brochure,
contact your Campus
Travel Representative or
your Travel Agent.
Couldn't you use a little
Bettnuda this spring?
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Bears sweep Colgateby Jerry TourignN
Staff Writer
The UMO hockey team
surprised the Colgate Red Raiders
by sweeping a two game weekend
series 7-4 and 6-2. The games drew
a total of 6,200 fans at the Alfond
Arena.
The two victories improved
Maine's record to 5-5 and their
E.C.A.C. record at 2-2. Colgate is
5-5 and 1-2 in the E.C.A.C..
Only Saturday's contest will
count toward the E.C.A.C. League
standings because each E.C.A.C.
team is scheduled for only 21
games. The Black Bears play teams
within their division, the East
region, twice a year and the
remaining teams once for a total of
21 games. Colgate is in the
E.C.A.C. West region and so Maine
and Colgate can meet only once
under E.C.A.C. scheduling. Both
teams had an open date so they
scheduled the extra contest.
Paul Giacalone scored two goals
including the game winner on
Saturday to lead the Black Bears to
a 6-2 v.in.
The game winner, Giacalone's
third goal of the season, came at
the 3:55 mark of the second period
on the power play when Giacalone
let fly a slapshot from the left
point that found the near corner to
the right of Red Raider goalie Jeff
Cooper. John McDonald started
the play by passing to Scott Smith
on the right point. Smith sent a
crossing pass to the waiting
Giacalone. who gave Maine a 3-1 lead.
The two goal lead didn't last
long, however, as Colgate's Gerry
Brockman scored only :47 seconds
Kevin Mann and John McDonald apply
goalie during this weekend's twin
later, bringing the Red Raiders back
to within one.
Maine regained a two goal lead
with 11:00 left in the second period
when Todd Bjoricstrand* blasted a
slapshot from the top of the left
circle. Bjorkstrand was set up
nicely by Giacalone who passed the
puck from thc left wing.
Bjorkstrand's goal was his fifth of
the year and put Maine ahead 4-2.
Penalties to Walt Dubas and
Gerard Waslen gave Maine a five on
three advantage for 1:22, but the
Bears were unable to score. Ray
Jacques shot a slapshot wide and
Jay Mazur's shot was deflected into
the stands by Cooper for Maine's
Bruce Hegland's goal was one of 13 the Bears scored as
Maine evened its record at 5-5. (Linscott photo)
pressure on the Colgate
bill. (Linscott photo)
best scoring chances.
Bruce Hegland gave Maine a 5-
2 lead with his second goal of the
game when he skated in untouched
from the right corner and faked
Cooper down-and-out lifting the
puck home for his third goal of the
season. The goal came at the 5:42
mark of the third period.
Giacalone finished the scoring
with 1:02 left in the game when he
fired home a rebound for the 6-2
final score. Mazur started the play
in Maine's end, batting along the
boards for the puck and sent
Jacques breaking for the Colgate
zone. Cooper made a good save on
Jacques slapshot from the top of
the circle, but Giacalone was
camped in the slot and fired the
rebound into the empty corner for
his fourth goal of the season.
"It's great," Giacalone said,
"We needed the momentum going
into this week's tough league games
and we have it now. Our
adjustment on our penalty killing
was a big help".
The "adjustment" was
responsible for cutting down on
shots from in front of the net. In
Friday's game, Colgate peppered
Maine's goalie Jean Lacoste with
many close-in shots, but this was
not the case on Saturday.
Maine outscored Colgate 2-1 in
the first period with all goals being
scored on the power play. Maine's
leading goal scorer Jay Mazur put
Maine ahead 1-0 with his eighth
goal of the year on a slapshot from
the left point. Center Todd
Bjorkstrand made a perfect pass
from the right corner to Mazur
who was open for the shot.
Colgate tied the game on a
deflection by Mike Leblanc on a
Dan Maillet slapshot from the left
point at the 8:15 mark of the first
period.
Three minutes later Hegland
scored the first of his two goals
when he drove home the rebound
off a Rene Comeault shot.
Bjorkstrand sent Comeault breaking
in and Cooper blocked his shot, but
the Red Raider defense failed to
clear the rebound as "Hegy" put
Maine ahead to stay at 2-1.
Both Teams had 35 shots, but
Maine limited Colgate to only five
in the third period, while the Bears
had 11 in the final frame.
Maine's power play was three-
for-six while their penalty killing
units yielded only one goal in eight
Colgate attempts.
"Our penalty killing was great."
head coach Jack Semler said after
Saturday's win. "Our backchecking
was much improved and our power
play was cooking"
Semler praised the entire team
for their hard work and hustle. He
said Rene Comeault and Neil
Johnson played one of their best
games. Johnson blocked two shots
when Colgate had a five-on-three
power play in the first period.
it feels good.— defenseman Scott
Smith said.
"We dominated the last
twoperiods and we cut down on the
rebounds."
Maine jumped to a 3-0 first
period lead Friday night and made
the the three goal lead last as the
Bears down Colgate 7-4 before 3,500
spectators.
The Bears dominated the early
minutes of the game outshooting the
raiders 7-0. Colgate didn't get a
shot on net until eight minutes into
the, period.
Rene Comeault scored Maine's
first goal on the power play,
jamming the puck past cooper.
Peter Maher, who made his season
debut Friday netting three assists,
started the play as he skated4p on
Cooper and tried to stuff the puck
in the corner. Comeault followed
Maher and knocked home his third
goal of the season.
Jay Mazur made the score 2-0
when he fired a backhand shot from
the slot after heavy Maine pressure.
Joe Jirele gave Maine a 3-0
lead cutting in from -the-left side
with an excellent shift that drew
Cooper down and fired it past the
sprawling netmindei
John McDonald and Scott
Boretti scored -one goal each and
fsee SWEEP page 4)
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Hoop*t,ers defeat UNB 95-84
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
The UMO women's basketball
team picked up two wins this
weekend en route to winning its first
tournament championship of the
season.
Friday night the Bears defeated
Mt. Allison University of Sackville,
New Brunswick 93-41 and Saturday
night outplayed the University of
New Brunswick of Fredericton 95-84
to capture the Maine Tip-off
Tourney Championship held in the
Memorial Gymnasium.
The tournament, which featured
teams from UNB, Mt. Allison
University, Ottawa University and
UMO, tipped-off Friday with
Ottawa vs. UNB.
In the opening game, UNB,
currently ranked second in Canada
and averaging 96 points a game,
soundly defeated a much weaker
Ottawa team 
. The win
advanced the Red Bloomers to the
championship game Saturday against
Maine.
For New Brunswick, 5-11 forward
Susan McMaster led a strong scoring
effort with 26 points. McMaster also
hauled down 13 rebounds. Lynda
Callaghan, a 6-foot center, collected
23 rebounds for Ottawa, the most
rebounds in a single game during
the tournament.
In Friday's second game, Maine
trounced Mt. Allison 93-41 to
advance to the championship game
against UNB Saturday.
Maine had a decisive lead 50-15 at
the half and maintained the lead
throughout the game as the
Mounties struggled to get on track.
UMO displayed excellent defense
forcing 33 Mt. Allison turnovers and
snatching 24 steals.
Chris Wilson, a 5-9 center, scored
22 points and had 7 rebounds to
lead the Mounties.
For UMO, - three players hit
double figures. porward Emily Ellis
pumped in 22 'points to pace the
Black Black Bears. Lisa Cormier
had 13 points and Tammy Gardiner
had 10.
‘b.
Maine's women hoopsters drove their way to weekend victoriesand captured the Maine Tip-off Tournament held in the Pit.(Arnold photo)
In Saturday's consolation game,
Ottawa stretched a 10 point halftime
lead 28-18 to a 20 point lead in the
second half to defeat Mt. Allison
58-38.
It was a more solid looking
Ottawa teamthat confronted the
Mounties. The Gee-Gees had 17
fewer turnovers (16) than they did
against UNB (33), and also had two
players scoring in double figures.
Samantha Harwood, a 5-9 center,
scored 19 points for Ottawa and
Suzanne LeClair, a 5-7 forward,
collected 10. Harwood also had 10
rebounds to lead the team.
For Mt. Allison, 5-9 center Chris
Wilson, led the team in scoring and
rebounding with 12 points and 10n
boards.
In the championship game
between UMO and the UNB Red
Op Rrid
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Bloomers, fans witnessed a see-saw
battle as both teams struggled to
maintain a lead. Maine scored off
the opening tip-off and held the
lead until 13:06 of the half when
UNB's Debbie Knowles scored to
put the Red Bloomers ahead 15-14.
UNB increased the lead and finished
the first half with a six point lead,
40-34.
UNB maintained the lead until
13:12 of the third quarter when
freshman forward Lynne
McGouldrick scored inside to give
UMO a 52-51 edge.
Maine pulled ahead of UNB 58-55
at 10:43 but the Red Bloomers
pulled within one 58-57 when 5-7
guard Jennifer George scored on a
breakaway off an UNB rebound.
Then, UNB regained the lead 59-58
as McMaster sunk- two free throws.
But the Red Bloomer's lead was
erased as Black Bear guard Lisa
Cormier popped one in from the
top of the key putting Maine ahead
60-59. Maine increased its lead to
62-59 on a pair of free throws by
McGouldrick. UNB refused to die as
McMaster brought the Red Bloomers
within one 62-61.
At the 8:44 mark in the second
half, Cormier popped in another
jumper from the top of the key to
give UMO a 64-61 lead. At that
point the Black Bears never looked
back as they handed UNB its second
loss Of the season.
UNB Coach Coleen Dusfresne
said the Red Bloomer's record
coming into the tournament was 6-1,
its only loss a 80-73 decision to
Canada's number one team, Bishop
University, Lenoxville, Quebec.
McMaster was the leading scorer
and rebounder for UNB with 29
points and 12 rebounds. Janet
Nichols, a 6-2 forward, and Jennifer
George, a 5-7 guard, both collected
20 points.
For Maine, Lisa Cormier had her
best offensive outing of the season,
scoring 34 points and collecting
eight rebounds. Senior guard Julie
Treadwell had 12 points, 14 assists
and six steals while McGouldrick
scored 11 points and hauled down
12 rebounds to lead the team.
UMO Coach Peter Gavett said
intense, defensive play in the second
half was the key to the Black Bears
victory. He said the Bears were
"completely outhustled" in the first
half.
Gavett said McGouldrick and
Gardiner were the unsung heroes of
the game as both were outstanding
defensively.
Gavett said the game probably
would not have been as close as it
was if Ellis had not gotten into foul
trouble early in the contest. Ellis
picked up three fouls in the first
half and her fourth at 13:34 of the
second half. Ellis fouled out at 3:05
remaining in the second half.
UNB's George, who collected a
total of 40 points and 16 rebounds
for the tournament, was named the
tournament's Most Valuable Player.
Maine's two tournament wins
pushed its record to 3-3 as it
prepares to face St.Joseph's College
Tuesday, Dec. 6 at the Memorial
Gymnasium. Tip-off is at 5:30 p.m.
Classifieds
Announcement
Home needed for: Justin- 11/2
 year
old Chesapeake Bay retriever, show
quality w/papers. Good personality.
Also an 8 year old spayed dalmation
w/papers & their poodle friend. Please
don't send them to the shelter!! Call
Bill Wallace at 947-2083.
For Sale
1976- MOB Convertable (White)
Wire-Rim Wheels, AM-FM Stereo,
42,000 miles, excellent condition,
$5,900- Tel. 989-7153.
Housing
BRANN HOUSE CO-OP openings
for Spring Semester $255 Single, $220
Double. Includes FOOD and HEAT
370 College Ave., call 866-4961.
Jobs
Wanted: Tbinm projectionist to show
SEA movies for 1984/85. Apply at
SEA Office, Memorial Union.
Application deadline is December 5th.
Minimum Wage. Experience necessary.
Campus Rep, to run spring vacation
trip to Daytona Beach. Earn free trip
and money. Send resume to Fun Time
Tours, Inc. P.O. Box 6063 Sta. A
Daytona Be'ack,, Florida 32022, include
phone numbers please...
Word Processing &
Computer Supplies
Ribbons, Diskettes,
Headcleaning Kits,
Printwheels And More!!
"CALL US" 947-4625
*stems Management Services, Inc.
46 Brentwood Ave.
Bangor, Me. 04401
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Rozier captures Heisman
by John Nelson
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (P)-Mike Rozier of
the University of Nebraska, only the
second man in NCAA history to
rush for more than 2,000 yards in a
season, won the Heisman Trophy
Saturday night.
Rozier, a senior, became .the 33rd
running back to win the Reisman,
which has been awarded annually
since 1935 by the Downtown
Athletic Club of New York to "the
outstanding college football player in
the United States."
Rozier rushed for 2.148 yards this
season in leading Nebraska to a No.
I ranking, a berth in the Orange
Bowl Jan. 2 against Miami, Fla.,
and a possible national
championship.
In becoming the only Nebraska
player to win the Heisman besides
Johnny Rodgers in 1972, 'Rozier,
who received 1,801 points, outpolled—
quarterback Steve Young of
Brigham Young, who had 1,172,
and Doug Flutie of Boston College,
who finished with 253 points from
the voters in the six regions
comprising the Reisman Memorial
Trophy Committee.
Rodgers, a flanker, also was the
last non-running back to win the
award. The last quarterback to win
the award was Pat Sullivan of
Auburn in 1971.
Rozier will receive the award
Thursday at a formal dinner at the
New York Hilton.
Rounding out the list of top 10
finishers were Rozier's teammate
quarterback Turner Gill, defensive
back Terry Hoage of Georgia,
running back Napolean McCallum
of Navy, quarterback Jeff Hostetler
of West Virginia, offensive tackle
Bill Fralic of Pittsburgh,
quarterback Walter Lewis of
Alabama and quarterback Norman
"Boomer" Esiason of Maryland.
Rozier, a 5-foot-I0 210-pounder
from Camden, N.J., actually was
recruited by Nebraska by accident.
Former freshman Coach Frank
Solich, now the Cornhusker's varsity
backfield coach, went to a game in
New Jersey five years ago to recruit
a tight end, whose name he doesn't
even remember. But during the
game, he saw Rozier and was
impressed enough to inquire about
the player.
"I asked the 
 coach where the
back's school was, went over there
and started recruiting Mike," Solich
said.
Rozier spent his first college year
at Coffeyville, Kan., Junior College
to improve his grades, then moved
to Nebraska. The rest is history.
During his sophomore season,
Rozier teamed with Roger Craig in
Nebraska's I-back formation to gain
949 yards. Last year, he rushed for
1,721 yards and was named Big
Eight Offensive Player of the Year.
With 4.54 speed in the 40-yard
dash, Rozier competed on
Nebraska's indoor track team in
1982. It was that speed, along with
his ability to bench press 325
pounds, that made Rozier the
premier running back in college this
year.
The only other player to rush for
more than 2,000 yards in a season
was Southern Cal's Marcus Allen,
who ran for 2,342 yards in 1981,
the year he won the Reisman.
Rozier ended his career with 4,780
yards rushing for a Big Eight
...Conference record and he set an
NCAA record with 29 rushing
touchdowns this season.
The season closes; 'Barna losses, Florida wins
Bo Jackson rambled for 256
yards, including touchdown sprints
of 69 and 71 yards, as the third-
ranked Auburn Tigers completed
their Southeastern Conference season
unbeaten with a 23-20 victory over
19th-ranked Alabama.
Jackson's 71-yard dash down the
left sideline with 2:03 left in the
third quarter came on the first play
after Alabama's Ricky Moore had
given the Crimson Tide a 20-16 lea-'
with a 57-yard scoring run.
It was the ninth victory in a row
for Auburn, which heads into the
Sugar Bowl with a 10-1 overall
record, 6-0 in the SEC. The victory
gave Auburn its second outright
conference title in the 51-year
history of the SEC.
In the only other game involving
a Top Twenty team, Florida
quarterback Wayne Peace set an
SEC career record of 610 pass
Come and find out how financial
policies and budgetary problems are
going to affect your university and
money you pay
OPEN FORUM.
University of Maine financial policies
and budgetary crisis
Guest Speakers
Ken Hays, Professor of Political Science,
State Senator
John Coupe, Professor of Economics, Vice
President for Finance and Administration
Jerome Nadelhaft, Assoc. Professor of
History, Chairman of the Council of
Colleges
Additional Invitations are pending
Date, Time and Location: Dec. 8,
1983, 3-5 p.m., 137 Bennett Hall
Speakers Presentations will be
followed by;
 a panel discussion
All Students, Faculty and Staff are
invited to attend
sponsored by G.S.B.
completions and ran for two first-
half touchdowns in leading the 12th
ranked Gators to a 53-14 rout of
Florida State.
Peace sneaked 1 yard for the
game's first score at 6:56 of the
opening period and darted 5 yards
on what appeared to be a busted
play with 5:35 left in the second
quarter for a 20-6 lead.
The 6-foot-2 senior, who
completed 14 of 20 passes for 190
yards, bettered the SEC mark of
603 career completions by another
Florida quarterback, John Reaves,
who played from 1969-71.
Peace also moved into second
place in SEC career total offense
with 6,946 yards, passing Pat
Sullivan, Auburn's 1971 Heisman
Trophy winner, and John Bond of
Mississippi State.
The Bounty Taverne
an(
Body Works Fitness Studio
presents
The 1st Bi-Annual Men's and Women's
Bodybuilding Championships
the evening of December 12 at:
The Bounty Taverne
500 Main Street, Bangor
Trophy's and Cash
Prizes Will Be Awarded
To 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
Place Winners In Both
Categories
sign up at:
Body Works Fitness Studio
33 School Street, Bangor
IL
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Wrestlers earn third place finish
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The UMO wrestling team finished
third in an eight team tournament held
Saturday at Plymouth State College in
Plymouth, N.H. The Black Bears
entered the tournament seeded
seventh but finished strong by beating
PS in the consolation round 22-21
behind the outstanding match turned
in by heavyweight Ewen MacKinnion.
In the PS match, UMO was down
21-17 with one match to go.
MacKinnion needed to win by a
superior decision in order for the Black
Bears to finish third in the meet. A
superior decision is accomplished by
beating the opponent by 12 or more
points.
With :34 left in the match,
MacKinnion was ahead 11-0 and
needed one more point for a superior
decision. UMO coach Nick Nicolich
shouted from the matside for
MacKinnion to let his opponent up and
then go for a takedown. Mackinnion
allowed his opponent to escape, worth
one point, so he was ahead by 10
points and then scored a takedown for
the two points he needed.
"I told Ewen prior to the match it
was a simple match because we
needed a superior decision," Nicolich
said. "A major decision is only worth
four points so the match would have
been tied and Plymouth State would
have won had we gone through a tie
breaking procedure."
With Mackinnion ahead, 13-1, a
restart was held with 11 seconds left in
the match. When the referee blew the
whistle, the clock, operated by PS
students, failed to start for five
seconds but despite the delay.
MacKinnion held on to win.
Nicolich was extremely proud of the
effort extended by the entire team.
"It was a total team effort and the
other coaches complimented me the
entire day on the outstanding
conditioning, discipline and sports-
manship displayed by the UMO
team."
UMO won their first match against
Rhode Island College 23-19 despite
having fo forfeit the heavyweight
division when MacKinnion injured his
ribs.
UMO defeated the University of
Maine at Presque Isle 30-21 and lost to
the eventual winner of the all-day
tournament, the University of Mon-
treal 29-18. UMO went on to beat the
Naval Academy Prep School in the
finals.
Nicolich said the key to UMO's
success this year rests on the first two
weight divisions.
"Instead of starting off behind
we're either ahead or even."
Nicolich said all the UMO wrestlers
had fine performances and Brett
Seamons won all four matches in the
158 pound division.
Others who wrestled well were Scott
Wallace, 142 weight class, Pat Kelley
(150), freshman Carl Cullenberg (167)
and captain Maynard Pellietier at 177.
The Black Bears return to action
Tuesday December 13, at 7 p.m. athome against Maine Maritime Aca-
demy.
Maine Masque Theatre
presents
Rhinoceros
by Eugene Ionesco
Tues.-. Sat., Dec. 6- 10, 1983
at 8:15 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine at Orono School of Performing Arts
Department of Theatre/Dance
AAP,
Quick starts from the blocks was hurt the Maine cause
against Harvard. (Arnold photo)
Quick starts factor In
swimmers loss to Harvard
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
1UMO's women swimming team
dropped a dual meet to Harvard
University 76-64 Saturday afternoon at
the Stanley Wallace Pool.
UMO coach Jeff Wren said he was
quite pleased with the final score.
"I thought the score would be more
widespread--in Harvard's favor," he
said.
In the meet, UMO had some bad
luck on the starting block or the final
score might have been even closer.
The 200-yard medley relay team of
Whitney Leeman, Megan Ward,
Michelle Bessette and Kathy Leahy
scored an apparent victory by a full
second over the Crimson. However,
UMO was disqualified on the butterfly
leg when the swimmer left the starting
block to soon.
The victory would have given UMO
seven points while Harvard would
have seven less points.
In the 100-yard backstroke, UMO's
Leeman broke the pool, school and
New England record with a time of
59.47. Her previous best had been 59.8
and she attributes her new starting
position for hertueeess this year. She
starts from a standing position beside
the starting block instead of coming up
from the water to her back she literally
does a back dive into the water and
begins her kick before surfacing to
stroke.
In the 500-yard freestyle, UMO
junior Dawn Fitzgerald and Harvard's
Zimic finished in a tie in 5:20:56. Wren
said it was an excellent race both
physically and mentally.
UMO's Kathy Sheehan won the
100-yard freestyle by a full second over
her nearest competitor Harvard's
Ciepicela, 55.83 to 57.09.
In the 200-yard individual medley.
UMO's Leeman finished 4:39 seconds
ahead of the Crimson's Sang, 2:14:37
to 2:19:14.
Harvard's Goldberg won the one-
meter diving finishing seven points
ahead of Bryn Fenton, 239 to 232.
In the 200-yard freestyle, Harvard's
Zimic finished just .8 ahead of the
Black Bears Sheehan while Fitzgerald
came in third.
The Black Bears, 1-1, on the young
season return to action next weekend
with two meets. Saturday UMO travels
to Springfield College and Sunday they
swim against the University of
Massachusetts.
lb SWEEP
Joel Steenson scored two third peribd
goals to pace the Bears to their 7-4
victory.
Steenson, formerly a defenseman
has been placed at left wing on a line
with Bjorkstrand and Maher and
played well this weekend (2 goals and
1 assist).
"It's great. I feel like I'm
helping the team," Steenson said.
"I'm starting to get used to it (left
wing) and our line played well even
though we've only Played together
for a short time.
"It's two good wins for Maine.
They really worked hard."
Colgate head coach Terry Slater
said.
Lacoste robbed explosive forwards
Steve Smith, Gerard Waslen, and
Jim Wallace many times, limiting
(continued from page one)
the potent trio to only three goals in
two games.
Lacoste gave credit to his
teammates, citing their defensive
play as a big help.
"The defensemen did very well.
They kept their shots to the outside
ones. We had to win two games
and we did. The forwards did a
good job backchecking and the
whole team worked hard. We
deserved to win."
Maine has three games left
before breaking for exams. The
Bears travel to Boston College
Tuesday night to take on the Eagles
who are 3-0 in the E.C.AC.. Maine
then returns home to play Boston
University neikt Saturday night,
December 10, Wednesday, December
14, against Harvard.
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College Basketball Results
Kentucky 59
Indiana 54
James Blackmon hit three free
throws and grabbed a crucial
rebound in the last 41 seconds as
top-ranked Kentucky held off upset-
minded Indiana 59-54 Saturday in a
nationally televised college basketball
game.
The victory was Kentucky's
second in as many starts, while
Indiana fell to 1-2.
Viriginia Tech 89
N.C. State 65
Dale Curry scored 25 points and
Perry Young added 22 as Virginia
Tech played nearly flawless
basketball Saturday night en route
to an 89-65 college basketball upset
of No. 7 North Carolina State.
Lorenzo Charles led the Wolfpack
with 19 points, while Anthony
"Spud" Webb had 13.
Houston 69
Biscayne 51
Center Akeem Olajuwon blocked
a school record 16 shots, 12 in the
second half, and scored 10 points as
the eighth-ranked Houston Cougars
defeated Biscayne 69-51 in a non-
con ference college basketball game.
The 16 blocks for Olajuwon, who
also grabbed 18 rebounds, doubled
his tote! for the first three games of
the see ion.
Houston forward Benny Anders
led the Cougars with 19 points,
including four dunk shots. Michael
Young, the Cougar's leading scorer
so far this season, added 18.
But the Cougars, 3-1, still
struggled against Biscayne, 1-3, who
trailed 38-25 at the half but reduced
the margin to 55-47 with 6:43 to
play.
Memphis State 90
Detroit 66
Keith Lee scored 22 points and
\ grabbed 14 rebounds Saturday night
to lead fourth-ranked Memphis State
to a 90-66 basketball victory over
the University of Detroit.
Memphis State, 4-0, also got 15
points and nine rebounds from
Derrick Phillips.
Detroit, 2-1, was led by Willis
Carter with 14 points and Bryan
Doss with 13._
The Tiger's tight zone defense
forced the Titans into early
tursovers as Memphis State ran up
a 34-16 lead.
During that spurt, Lee scored 14
points and the Tigers went one
stretch with 16 unanswered points.
Boston College 97
New Hampshire 64
Jay Murphy fired in 20 points
while 13th ranked Boston College
put on full-court pressure Saturday
night to lead the Eagles to a 97-64
victory over New Hampshire for
Coach Gary Williams' 100th career
coaching triumph.
Boston College, 3-0, moved to a
9-2 lead in the opening minutes and
cruised to a 45-32 lead before
intermission. Murphy scored 10 of
reboard
his team-high points in the first
half.
Despite a game-high 21 points
from guard' Al McClain, New
Hampshire, 0-3, turned the ball over
24 times and the Wildcats were
outrebounded 39-28.
Martin Clark and Michael Adams
each added 17 points for Boston
College. Williams, in his second year
at Boston College, had a 72-42
record .in a four-year term at
American University.
Iowa 56
Oregon State 45
Junior Center Greg Stokes scored
16 points and fueled an early second
half outburst that carried fifth-
ranked Iowa to a 56-45 victory over
No. 10 Oregon State Saturday night
in the championship game of the
Amana-Hawkeye Classic basketball
tournament.
Maryland 77
Canisius 55
Jeff Adkins scored four of his
14 points during Maryland's game-
breaking 13-2 streak at the start of
the second half, and the sixth-
ranked Terrapins went on to defeat
Canisius 77-55 Saturday night.
After the teams exchanged baskets
following a 33-24 Maryland lead at
halftime, the Terps ran off a 11-
point string to go up 46-26. Adkins
and Len Bias scored four points
apiece during the streak and Ben
Coleman added three.
Maryland, 2-1, had difficulty
pulling away in the first half until
Ray Hall scored 18 points to pace
Canisius, 2-2, which shot only 37
percent in the first half. Maryland
has a 7-0 record in the lifetime
series between the two teams.
Northeastern 83
Vermont 77
Northeastern's Mark Halsel got 20
of his 30 points in the first half as
the Huskies held off a stubborn
Vermont team 83-77 Saturday night
in the ECAC North Atlantic
Conference basketball opener for
both clubs.
Vermont, 1-2 overall and 0-1 in
the league, closed to within 77-73
with 2:27 left in the game, but
Northeastern, 3-1 and 1-0, had six
unanswered free throws down the
stretch.
Other college Results
Rutgers 58, Rhode Island 54, OT
Houston 69, Biscayne 51
Northeastern 83, Vermont 77
Wichita St. 89, Hawaii 68
Boston College 97, New Hampshire
64
DePaul 69, Illinois St. 66
Marquette 77, Minnesota 60
Iowa 56, Oregon State 45
Missouri 51, Pan American 49
Niagara 60, Colgate 58
Duke 90, 'Davidson 63
Virginia 53, James Madison 50
St. John's 78, Columbia 58
Villanova 78, Loyola, Md. 50
Syracuse 87, Duquesne 69
Tennessee 62, California 47
Louisville 89, So. Methodist 65
earyland 77, Canisius 55
Benjamin's
Offers...
Lunch
11-2 Mon.-Fri. 5 minute service guaranteed or-spendthrift
Ben picks up the tab.
Dinner
5-10 p.m. 7 days a week-Dining from $595
Lounge
4:(10-1:(X) 7 (L-ys a week. The area's . most popular
mieting spot. ALWAYS ENTERTAINING.
Attitude Readjustment
Be seen, be relaxed with the finest regulars in Maine- 7
days a week 400-8:00.
Entertamment
Maine's finest bands showcased 7 nights a week starting
at 930. One Dollar cover charge every night but Friday.
Special Drink Nitn
y 554 Drafts, Monday-Wednesday 65(
Tuesday-Thursday $1.60 Margaritas and Sombreros,
Tuesday Night Ladies Night, Wednesday Night Happy
Hour 'Pt ic.m.
Banquets
Accepting reservations for groups up to 60 Sunday thru
Thursday-call us
Catering
Well tailor the evening or afternoon to meet your
spy( 111( needs 
_
Expanded Salad Bar
36 items including diet dressings for $4.25 included with
all of our 32 entrees and nightly specials.
BENJAMIN'SGAzaQx
123 Franklin Street, Bangor
942-7492
107. Discount
Students Sun-Thurs
in Dining Room
all year with
student I.D.
'MARV
BENJAMIN S
NATURE WALK
INTEPSTATE 95, HAMMOND ST EXIT 146
December
4-5: Nitelife
6-7: Blues Over Easy
8: Randy Hawkes & The
Overtones
9-10: Ray Boston
11-12: Giancola
13-15: M.K. Ultra
16-17: Glyder
18-19: One Last Swing
20-22: Soundtrac
23-25: Dr. Hicklicks Cucumber
Band
26-28: Blues Over Easy
29-31: Jim Femino Band
St
•
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Greyhound* Tentative agreement• false alarm
WASHINGTON(AP)Union and com-
pany officials at one point reportedly
reached tentative agreement Sattirday
evening on a new contract aimed at
ending the month long strike by
Greyhound Lines bus drivers, but later
both sides said it was a false alarm.
Federal mediators said "some prob-
lems had cropped up and canceled a
planned announcement.
Company charman John Teets said
through a spokesperson there was no
agreement, only a union proposal that
the company had not yet acccepted. In
a marked switch from his previous
pessimisitc forecasts though, he said
"we'd like to think details- can be
worked out
In Detroit, Roger Barry, financial
secretary of Division 1303 of the
Amalgamated TransirUnion, said that
at mid-evening he had just spoken
with the division president in
Washington, "and he said there has
been no Agreement reached."
The strike began Nov. 2 over
company requests for pay cuts it said it
needed to stay competitive.
The strike has seen several incidents
of violence against buses and
replacement drivers. Greyhound, the
nation's largest intercity bus company,
ran no buses until Nov. 17, and since
then has resumed about 10 percent of
its runs with newly hired drivers. On
Wednesday, the company said it
expected to operate 22 to 24 percent of
„its.- runs by the end of the year.
Greyhound Corp. spokeswoman
Leslie White, who relayed Teets
statement from Phoenix, Ariz., where
Greyhound is based. earlier had
knocked down a report from a union
source of a -tentative settlement With
the 12,700 employees represented by
the union.
Officials of the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service had planned a
7:30 p.m. announcement, but when
that hour rolled around, mediator Jim
Williams told reporters an announce-
ment had been postponed "at leat
several hours."
"Some problems have developed
and it may take some time to resolve
them," Williams said.
Negotiators for both sides began
talking in Washington on Friday with
assistance from the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service. The talks
were closed in secrecy.
The talks virtually broke down after
the str4ke began. although the two
sides had some contact after the
company scaled back its proposed
wage cut from 9.5 percent over three
years to 7.8 percent. Union members
voted overwhelmingly to reject one
company proposal last week.
The company said its 7,500
unionized drivers were making an
average of 35,744 dolloars a year in
wages and fringe benefits under the
old contract-a figure the union says is
about 20 percent above what the
drivers really were earning. The
company says drivers for its competi-
tors average 27,352 dollors in pay and
fringe benefits.
The deadlock began to break
Thursday when the union sent a new
offer to Greyhound through the
Federal Mediator, prompting company
representatives to fly to Washington.
Rainfall floods South, storms wallop West
Floods forced hundreds of people to
flee their homes Saturday in the South
after record rainfall of up to 10 inches,
while yet another in a series of "very
dangerous" srorms walloped the West
and icy roads made travel hazardous
across the plains.
The floods killed at least one person
and a tornado in Alabama killed two,
bringing the death toll from a series of
storms since Nov. 21 to 86.
A tornado swept through an Oxford,
Ala. shopping center crowded with
customers, killing at least two people
and trapping scores of others under
steel and concrete.
A witness at the scene said rescue
units were transportong injured from
the Blue Pond Plaza to the Northeast
Alabama Regional Medical Center and
Springfellow Hospital in nearby
Anniston.
Matt Davis, a medical center
spokesman: said that there were at
least two people killed and 29 injured.
The 6:30 p.m. storm smashed the
roof of a Winn Dixie grocery store, and
rescue volunteers were working with
cranes late Saturday to lift concrete
and steel from the shredded interior
where customers were trapped.
Alabama's Black Warrior River
crested at 17 feet above flood stage
+ A /4;1
NEW IMAGE
LO
"New Image" Hair Salon, Intown
Plaza, Harlow Street, Bangor, would
like to announce the addition of
ANDREA RITCHIE to their shop
(formall of the "Golden Scissors").
ANDREA can be reached by her UMO
customers at: NEW IMAGE (942-2009)
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Senior Council
A Student Government Funded rganization 
Student Government Office
Memorial Union UMO 04469
The Senior Council arid the President's
Office will be sponsoring a reception for the
class of 1983.5 on Sunday, December 18th,
from 2:00-4:30 in the Damn Yankee. All Mid
Term graduates who have applied for Mid-
Year Graduation and wish to attend this
reception, Please Sign Up in the Student
Government Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union.
Direct questions o John Philbrick (581-1777,
866-2492) Sign,u end December 9th.
Saturday at the Holt Lock and Dam,
and some rivers in the Northern part of
the state could crest higher than the
great flood of April 1979. the National
Weather Service warned.
More than 500 people were
evacuated around Birmingham, Ala.,
and hundreds more were forced from
their homes in Mississippi.
Flood warnings were issued for
many rivers in Mississippi and
Alabama, along with tornado warnings
for parts of those states, and flash
flood watches were posted from
Arkansas to the mountains and
foothills of the Carolinas as thunder-
storms rolled across the South.
Winter storm warnings were in
effect over parts of the West Coast and
the Rockies, with a blizzard warning
over Northern California, closing the
entrance to San Fransisco Bay to
commercial hi p pi rtg ; kmxting out
power to hundreds of thousands of
homes and tossing grounded small
planes around like toys.
Is Lt. Hunter of
Hill Street Blues dead?
LOS ANGELES(AP)-Viewers who
were wondering whether straight-
arrow Lt. Howard Hunter committed
suicide at the end of last week,s "Hill
Stre,et blues" Television show: Don't
hoid your breath.
Look at your TV listings instead.
Producers of the NBC Emmy
Award-winning show were coy about
the answer Friday, but people who
bought early edition Sunday news-
papers simply had to glance at the TV
listings for the Dec. 8 show to learn
that Hunter lives.
"Fellow officer J.D. Larue becomes
something of a hero as he saves Lt.
Hunter's life," read the blurb in the
Television Times section of the Los
Angeles Times. Similar items
appeared throughout the country.
The TV listings were included in
early Sunday editions, pushed
Saturday.
Chicago Times television Wale P.J.
"Bednarski reported Saturday that
Officer La Rue, played by Kiel Martin,
had gotten into Hunter's apartment
and shoved the gun from Hunter's
head.
In the Dec. 1 show, Hunter, played
by actor James Sikking, was despon-
dent because he was revealed as a
go-between in a police bribery incident
years earlier. He had been duped into
the action, and it was a minor thing to
everyone, except Hunter,
The show ended as Hunter
unsteadily pointed a gun to his head.
"Come on, be a man about it. I love
you Mom." he said to himself. Then
the set+Mt—went black. A gunshot
sounded.
This Check Could Have
Your Name On It.
Applications due Wed. at 500
Earn good money on a commision basis and
gain valuable sales experience by selling \
advertising space for the Maine Campus. \
Soles experience a plus but not a must.
Applications are available now for those
interested& the Maine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall.
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Smart Saiifit'l* s Plan Ahead!!
10 Percent Discount
At the University Bookstore on
• EVERTHING
IN THE STORE FROM
NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
-Books -
-Clothing
-Sports Equipment
-And Much More -
Does not apply to
special orders, rings,
calculators, film
developing and -
magazines.
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DI King, wife of Stephen King and author of the well-crafted suspenseTabitha King. Macmillan, $13.95 ISBN 0-02-563150-0
4 #.
CAliETAKERS
novel Small World, leaves behind the suspense genre (while
holding onto some of the suspense) in this story of two old
11( 
aquaintances. Joe Nevers, now an old man, has spent his entire
life in the small Maine village where he cares for the homes of
I NO summer people. He's always been involved with an upper-classfamily, the Christophers, playing the murky role of family retainer/
affectionate pal. The last Christopher surviving is Tone, a spunky
woman who married into the family and whose many tragedies
and disappointments have led her to alcoholism. When a blinard
starts up, the sinewy old Yankee goes to the Christopher place to
check on Tone, finds her shrunken and dying of breast cancer,
and realizes he may soon have no one left to care for. What binds
these two in an adversarial friendship despite the fact that Joe is a
townie and Tone is one of the summer people is revealed through
flashbacks. When disaster strikes, Tone must care for Joe in a
reversal of roles, and she shows her true nature. King's readable
narrative is only occasionally marred by a cloying folksiness.
Otherwise she has spun an involving tale and rendered Nevers's
laconic Maine dialect ideally.
(Publishers Weekly)
will be autographing her novels at
UM. Bookstore Tues., Dec. 6 at 2p .m.
•
eed cash...fast?
're The One®.
The new InstaCard location at Memorial Union lets you get cash or do your banking right
here on campus. And all it takes is a Maine Savings Bank One Money® Express/InstaCard. With it,
you can get cash, make deposits, or transfer funds from your savings to your checking account—
all with electronic speed, day or night.
And, of course, your One Money card also lets you bank at dozens of other One Money
Express/InstaCard locations all over the state of Maine.
In fact, the only thing that's as easy as using a One Money card is applying for one. Just drop
by the Maine Savings Bank location nearest you, or call our customer service
line (1-800-492-0733), and we'll send you an application.
Your One Money. card. It'splie Of the ways we can-herp youdle your
money better. And the better yoti handle your money, the more money you'll
have to handle. Maine Savings Bank
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